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List of Clean 200 companies captures the green transition in full flight			
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The Global 100 list: How the world’s most sustainable corporations are driving the green transition			
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Global 100 Resources
Explore the full methodology and sustainability taxonomy that powers of the world’s most transparent sustainability ratings
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 GLOBAL 100 METHODOLOGY

 

Since 2005, the Global 100 has been one of the world’s most valued and transparent rules-based sustainability ratings that emphasizes the impact of a company’s core products and services. It is the best-performing global sustainability index (ticker: CKG100), with more than 10 years of history. All publicly-traded companies with over US$1 billion in revenue are assessed across 25 key performance indicators, including % sustainable revenue, % sustainable investment, % taxes paid, carbon productivity, and racial and gender diversity. Companies engaging in “red flag” activities such as thermal coal, blocking climate policy and deforestation are disqualified. Our methodology illuminates the say-do gap. Only those companies making sustainable solutions a core part of their business offerings and allocating meaningful investments to reduce their carbon footprints make the grade. 
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Four ways Canadian banks can actually deliver on their climate promises
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Fossil fuel subsidies are costing Canadian taxpayers way more than the carbon tax
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57 producers generated 80% of fossil emissions since Paris Agreement
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U.S. sees surge in renewable energy over last decade
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Will free speech derail North America’s climate finance agenda?
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Latest from Global 100
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Eight ways the sustainable economy is (still) taking over




COMMENT | After 20 years of the Global 100, sustainability is now embedded as a dominant
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The Global 100 list: How the world’s most sustainable corporations are driving the green transition




Now in its 20th year, the Global 100 ranking reveals that corporate leaders  are pouring more
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This scrappy Australian recycling pioneer is the most sustainable corporation of 2024




106-year-old Sims Ltd. isn't new to circular economy party, but it topped our 2024 Global 100
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The 100 most sustainable companies are still outperforming in tumultuous times




Meet the latest Global 100 companies driving the transition to a low-carbon, circular economy
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How a one-man scrap metal recycler became the world’s most sustainable corporation




Schnitzer Steel's rapid ascension to the top of the Global 100 highlights the growing importance of
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				SUBSCRIBE TO OUR WEEKLY NEWSLETTER
Get the latest sustainable economy news delivered to your inbox.
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